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Where does meaning come from?

“It is widely assumed, and I will take for granted, that the 
basic units out of  which a sentential concept is constructed 
are the concepts expressed by the words in the sentence” 
(Jackendoff  1990:9). 

Frege (Marco, this am)
Lexicon (Hinrich, this am)
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Mountains, exam, bodice, lemonade, anaconda, wedding, 
Bolzano, sleep

Also: dumbass, stoopid (Marco, am)
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Constructions: learned pairings of  form and function.

What is the End2end from a child’s perspective?

To understand meaning, given forms.
To select forms, given an intended message.
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Constructions involve:
Functions: semantics, attitude, information structure
Register, genre, dialect 

(Abstract) surface form 

Connections to other constructions 
Clusters of  exemplars
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Word e.g., Bolzano flight, notwithstanding
Word (partially filled) e.g., pre-N, V-ing

Idiom (filled) e.g., Going great guns, give the Devil his due

Idiom (partially filled) e.g., Jog <someone’s> memory, 
send < someone> to the cleaners
<someone’s> for the asking

The Xer the Yer Construction 
(partially filled) 

(e.g., The more you think about it, the less 
you understand)

Double object construction:(unfilled) 
Subj V Obj1 Obj2

(e.g., He gave her a fish taco;
He baked her a muffin.) 

Passive: 
Subj aux VPpastpart(PPby)

(e.g., The armadillo was hit by a car)

Constructions at varying levels of  complexity and abstraction
Item effects.   Constructions.           Productivity:      coverage            added value of  constructions
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àConstructions contribute to interpretation…  
in many ways:
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Some constructions convey attitude

NP, NP?
(e.g., Him, a Presidential candidate?)

Why VP?
(e.g., Why get up so early?)

Got N?
(e.g. Got constructions?)

Incredulity

Disapproval

N is valuable
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At least the verb is the main determinant of  
sentence meaning… (Healy & Miller 1970) 

Someone sneezed.

Someone hit something.

sneeze

hit
S V    O

S              V      

Something barked.bark
S     V
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• “I'm gonna go benadryl myself  to sleep.”

• “Your face looks like hell, Ed. Yeah, that hunter really Cheneyed the 
shit out of  me.”

• “few people want to be memorialized um-ing, you know-ing, and 
remember that time when we got drunk-ing their way into ignominy.”

Nouns (names, and other things) as verbs
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She sneezed.
She sneezed her tooth across town.
She sneezed a terrible sneeze.
She sneezed herself  awake.
She sneezed her way to the emergency room.

Simple action
+Caused motion
+Creation
+Change of  state
+Creation of  a path and 

motion through it
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• Verb Form1 ~ Meaning1

Form2 ~ Meaning2

Form3 ~ Meaning3

Form4 ~ Meaning4

Form5 ~ Meaning5
….

Construction1
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• Verb Form1 ~ Meaning1

Form2 ~ Meaning2

Form3 ~ Meaning3

Form4 ~ Meaning4

Form5 ~ Meaning5
….

Construction2
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• Verb Form1 ~ Meaning1

Form2 ~ Meaning2

Form3 ~ Meaning3

Form4 ~ Meaning4

Form5 ~ Meaning5
….

Construction3
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She mooped her something. (double-object construction)
V O1 O2

What does moop mean?
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Subtle semantic differences between constructions

a. Joe baked Sam a cake. (double-object construction)

b. Joe baked a cake for Sam.

V O1 O2
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Joe married into the family.   
≠
Joe married his way into the family.

(intran. motion construction)

(“way” construction)

Subtle semantic differences between constructions

V PP

V  [<poss>way] PP
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Argument structure patterns:
Abstract forms can convey meaning, independently of  main verb

(Goldberg 1995, 2006)

Meaning Form, Example

Double object construction
“give”

S [V O1 O2]
She gave him something.
She mooped him something.

Intransitive Motion
“go”

S [V PP]
She went down the street.
The truck roared down the street.

Caused-motion
“put, move”

S [V O PP]
She put the ball in the box.
She sneezed his tooth across town.

Resultative
“change-state, make”

S [V O AP]
He made her crazy.
She kissed him unconscious.

adele@princeton.edu
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throw

get

slice

take

Verb

transitive double-object caused motion resultative

Anita threw the 
hammer.

Michelle got the 
book.

Barbara sliced 
the bread.

Audrey took the 
watch.

Construction

Chris threw Linda 
the pencil.

Beth got Liz an 
invitation.

Jennifer sliced 
Terry an apple.

Paula took Sue a 
message.

Pat threw the 
keys onto the 
roof.

Laura got the 
ball into the 
net.

Meg sliced the 
ham onto the 
plate.

Kim took the 
rose into the 
house.

Lyn threw the 
box apart.

Dana got the 
mattress 
inflated.

Nancy sliced 
the tire 
open. 

Rachel took 
the wall down.

Sort according to “overall sentence meaning”

(Bencini & Goldberg 2000, JML; see also Gries & Wulff 2005; Liang 2002 )

Participants were just as likely to sort by construction
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Alice in Wonderland 
upon reading 
Jabberwocky:

“Somehow it seems 
to fill my head with 
ideas” 
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“Prime Phrase”+ + “Target Word”
(3000 ms) (1000 ms) (300 ms) (up to 1000 ms)

Lexical decision task: Trial Structure

Example Prime Phrases

He daxed her the fap.

She jorped it miggy.

He lorped it on the molp.

She vakoed it from her.
Johnson and Goldberg (2012, Lng & Cog Proc) 
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Results:

*** p<.001,
** p < .01

300
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High Frequency, e.g. 
"give"

Low Frequency, e.g. 
"handed"

Semantically Related, 
e.g. "transferred"

Congruent Incongruent

***
***

**

He daxed her the fap primes give, handed, and transferred.

Johnson and Goldberg (2012, Lng & Cog Proc) 
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Neurally detecting constructions, across 
individual verbs 
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fMRI
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Double-object construction vs. To-dative

§ Double-object construction
S [V O1 O2]
e.g. Mike gave Sue a cookie.

§ Caused-motion (“to-dative”) 
Subj V [O PP]
e.g. Mike gave a cookie to Sue.
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Conditions

§ Double-object
Sarah brought Steph a cake.
Joe awarded Liz a ribbon.
Heather showed Amanda a painting.

§ To-dative
Sarah brought a cake to Steph.
Joe awarded a ribbon to Liz.
Heather showed a painting to Amanda.

Allen, Pereira, Botvinick. Goldberg (2012, Brain & Language)
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From Mitchell, T.M. et al. (2004) Learning to decode cognitive states from brain images. Mach. 
Learn. 5, 145–175

MVPA Analysis
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BUT we can tease apart the two constructions neurally
using MVPA analysis

28

****

Allen, Pereira, Botvinick. Goldberg (2012, Brain and Language)
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29

L anterior BA 22 : Sentence-level semantic integration (Stowe, Haverkort, and 
Zwarts 2005; Noppeney and Price 2004; Vandenberghe et al. 2002); Conceptual 
combination (Baron 2011); morphosyntax in sentence comprehension 
(Dronkers et al. 1994; Hagoort 2005; Humphries et al. 2006); picture naming and word 
comprehension (Pobric, Jefferies, and Lambon Ralph, 2007). Jabberwocky type 
sentences (Mazoyer et al. 1993).
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Note that general constructions were being distinguished, 
not particular words.

We
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Other cases in which constructions contribute to interpretation:
Elliptical constructions: 

• Gapping: (e.g., She made him what he is today, and HE, her)

• Introduction construction: NP, NP.   (e.g.,  Marco, Libby)

Goldberg & Perek, Forthcoming
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To appear (2016). Libby Barak, Adele E. Goldberg and Suzanne 
Stevenson. Comparing Computational Cognitive Models 
of Generalization in a Language Acquisition Task. EMNLP 2016.

Non-linguistic context also provides a lot of  
meaning

adele@princeton.edu
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A final issue: dimensions of  similarity are defined 
by constructions (including idioms):

adele@princeton.edu
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milk

Jesushope

soccer

Similarity space
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milk

Jesushope

soccer

Got _____?
as rhetorical question

Constructions determine dimensions of  similarity

<something that is essential for good quality of  life.>
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Conclusion 

Grammatical constructions contribute systematically to 
meaning: interpretation, priming, fMRI.

And they determine which dimensions of  similarity are 
relevant.

36

“All our words are but crumbs that fall down 
from the feast of  the mind.” Khalil Gibran
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Thank you!

37

Suzanne 
Stevenson

Matt Botvinick

Kachina Allen

Nick Turk-Browne

Libby Barak

Matt Johnson

Giulia Bencini

Florent Perek

Thanks to Marco, COMPOSES


